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O TEOREMA DE BELL E A DEFINIçÃO CONTRAFACTUAL

DE LOCALIDADE

Resumo: PtoPõe-se uma soluç

Bell, denro da abordagem c

conttafactual de localiclade Po

"localidade envolvendo dois contrafactuais"

mundo factual, mas à reieição de que

conúafactuais, tsso t"rnbém intod.,, .,Åu assimetria metafísica entte o mufldo factual e os
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mundos colltrâfâctuais. Ta1 distinção é an:l'oga âo que ocorre nas derivações do teorema
de Bel1 que supôem variár'eis ocultas, onde a locaLidade nacroscópica pode set mantida às
custas da rejeição da hipótese da "inclependência de resultados". Esta hipótese pode ser
interptetacla como üna não-localidade ao rível clas potencialidades, o que poderìa set
identificada com a não-localidade dos mundos contrafactuais. Nossa solução, apresentada
para a desigtaldade de CHSH, é falseável, e ela é testada com duas outras montagens, a
desigualclade original de Bell e o expelimento mental de EPR.

Palavras chave: Teorema de Bell. Conuafactu:Lis. Nãolocalidade. ,\ssimetria metafísìca.
Potencialidades. Expedmento ment^l de EPR.

1. BEI T 'S THEOREM SøITH HIDDEN VARIABLES

The most important result in the phìlosophy of physics, at least

since 1952, has been Bell's theorem. John Stuar Bell (1964) derived an
inequahry ìnvolvrng pairs of correlâted quanla, which assumes cettain
hyrotheses, such as the existence of hidden variables À and the restricrion
that they act locally. The interest in this result is that quântum theory
predicts that this inequality may be violated, and subsequent experiments
confffmed this violation (Clauser & Shimony, 1978; Aspect & Grangier,
1986). In other words, Bell's theorem imposes severe limits on the class

of realist interpretations of quanrum theory known as kcal l¡idden-uariable

tlteorìes.

A.s a consequence, at least one of the assumptions used in building
such local hidden-vadable theodes and derivrng the inequalities must be
rejected. Basically three assumptions are used (d'Espagnàr,1.979).

1) Realism. A hidden-variables theory stipuiates that the outcomes
of every measurement have well-defined (albeit hidden) causes, existing at

the time of measurement, which determine the outcomes in a unique way
or only stochastically.

2) L^ocalig. The influence of a hidden pârameter on the ourcome of
a measurement cannot propa;gate faster than the speed of Jight. Thus, a

measufemeflt perfomed on the Earth canîot be influenced
instantaneously by hidden variables in the star Sir.ius.
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3) Induction. \x4ren experimentally testing Bell's inequaüty, a Iarge
set of pairs of particles must be simultaneousl)' measured with three or
four different settings of the macroscopic âpparatus. one must assume
that the measurement performed on each pair of parucles is independent
of what happens in any other measurement, in order to guarantee a fair
sampJìng.

\X4rich of the assumptions should be rejected? Realism could be
maintained by abandoning locality, as was done by Davrd Bohm (1.952) n
his "causal" inteqpretation. ot alternativeþ, the hlpothesis that one may
ascribe "elements of realtgr" to something other than observable events
may be seen as the culprit, as was done by the orthodox ìnterpretation as

a response to Einstein, Podolsky & Rosen (1935) (for a brief response,
see Pauli, 1949). Induction is often ndected, but it could play an essenrial
role (Leggett, 1,987, p. 880), as could other hypotheses related to
loopholes in experimental tests (see review by Lalöe, 2001, pp. 672-4).

One additional assumption not spelled out above may be called
determini¡m in ntea¡areruenlc the set of hidden variables at ^ certatn instant
determines in a øniqae wa1 the measurements of an1 observable. It is
reminiscent of Leibniz's principle of sufficient reâson: something can only
exist (in our câse, a measurement outcome) if there is a cause that makes
it exist. A denial of this assumption leads to stocha¡tic hidden uariabk theories,

for which the hidden paramerers furrush only probabirties for different
outcomes' Around 1974, it was proved that a version of Bell's theorem
also applies to such stochastic theories.

This is remarkable because standard quantum mechanics itself may
be considered a stochastic hidden variable theory. euantum mechanics
furnishes ptobabilties based on the ¡tate or wavefunctton ty@ of a

physical system, and the pârameters defining this state may be taken to be
the hidden variables of the stochastic realist inteqpretation. The realist
assumption mentioned above is considerably weakened, amounting, in
this case, mereþ to the thesis that the parameters defìning a wavefuncrion
correspond to something in reality. If one accepts this tveak reali¡m and the

J.
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assumption of induction, the trilemma leads to the conclusion that

quantum mechanics must be non-local. \ü/hat does this amount to?

Around 1'984, an important distinction was made between two

tlpes of non-localig', "parameter indepenclence" and "outcome

inàependence" (see discussion in Shimon¡,, 1993). The first is what we

will call ruaffoscopic localiE: for two sepamted but correlated particles, the

probabitity of obtaining a tesult for a measured obserwable in the fìrst

particle is independent of uhat obseruable is being simultaneously measured at

the othet paticle. The second assumption, outcome independence,

âssefts that the probability fot the fìrst particle is indeþendent of uhat resaltis

obtained in the simultâfìeous measufement of the second particle.

Granting this analysis, the assumptions involved in Bell's theorem

afe now: rveak realism, induction, macfoscopic locality and outcome

independence. The coflsensus between those who accept weak tealism is

rhat oatconte independence should be abandoned. In other words, acceptìng

some kind of reality associated to the quântum mechanical state, v/e must

âccept that the outcome associated to one paticle (say on a planet of

Sirius) is instantaneously correlated with outcomes of experiments in a fat

away location (such as on the Earth), even if in an uncontrollable way'

Certain authors, especially Henry Stapp (1985), have derived Bell's

theotem without assuming hidden-variables, but only making

assumptions about coanterfactøal situattons. with this, he concluded that

non-locality could be proved without any assumption about realism, but

thrrs clarm of generality has been conr.'rncingly ctiticized, on the grounds

that he rmplicrtly âssumes determinism in measutements (Clifton,

Butterfield & Redhead, 1990; Dickson,1.993). But it is stjll instructive to

consider his derivation, taking into account all assumptions jnvolved.

2. BELL'S THEOREM WITH COUNTERFACTUAIS

There are different versions of the ìnequality associated wrth Bell's

theorem, and different wa)'s of deriving it' The version which will be now

presented is known as the "GHSH inequaüty 

" 
due to clauser, Horne,
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Shimony & HoIt (see Clauser & Shomony, 1.978, pp. 1889-90, ot
Redhead, 1987, pp. 82-6).

Instead of following the usual derivation, which assumes the

existence of hidden-variables, we will consider the derivation which is

based on hypotheses involving coantetfactuals, as done by Stapp (1985). As

our experimental setup, consider the generation of entangled parrs of
photons, which are detected in opposite sides of the source. On each side,

the polarization cân be measured by means of prisms oriented 
^t ^ny

desned angle (in the plane orthogonal to the paths of the photons),

foilowed by two detectors, ân upper one and a lower one (see Figute

below).

ba
Ð-
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Consider a certâin pau k of detected photons. Suppose that the

prism on the left-hand side of t}Le apparatsts is oriented at an angle d. In
this case, the obserwable beingmeasured on this side is denotedby I(a)*.

If a photon is detected in the upper photocell, we assign the value *L to
this observable; if it is detected in the lower detector, the value attributed

to the outcome of the measurment of I(a)x is -1. Contrary to the case of
rn which hidden-variables are assumed, here I(a)* does not denote a

preexisting possessed value of the system, but simply the macroscopic

outcome of the measurement. In this sense, the countetfactual apptoach

has a more operational flavor, although it does work with the non-

operational notion of possible measurement outcome.

Now, instead of orienting the prism at angle 4, we could have put

it at angle a'.If this setting had been fìxed for p^tr k, then we would have

obtained a value for observable I(a')*, which could be either *1 or -1.

.[
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The same thing would happen for the obserwable measured on the right-

hand side of the appâratus: for angles b ot b', we would measure

observables IIþ)* or IIþ')*, tespecively.

To derive the CHSH inequality, we write out the following

expression involving products of measurement fesults obtained on each

patr k of photons: I(a)*'II(b)n + I(a)*'II(b')* + I(a')n'IIþ)* - I(a)*'II(b)n

The difficulty is that only a srngle experiment can be performed on pair Ë,

so tlrat lf I(a)* and IIþ)* are measured, the othet obsewables are not. Let

us then speli out the following assumptions.

z) Suppose that the actual experiment for parr ,ë involved prisms at

angles d andb, furnisTung valtes I(a)*and II(b)*.

zz) Assume that if the prism ât the right had been set at angle b',

then the value obtained at the left would still be I(a)* (the same value as ìn

z), while that at the right the outcome would be some IIþ')*.

iì) Symmétncally to this previous supposition, assume that if the

prism at the left had been set at angle 6l', then the value obtained at the

rìght would sull be II(b)* (ttle same value as'n I,whïe that at the left the

outcome would be some I(a')*.

za) Assume that if the prisms were set at angles a' anð å', then the

outcomes obtained would have been I(a')* (the sâme âs in üt) and IIþ)*
(the same as in il, respectiveþ.

Accepting these assumptions, it follows that the following relation

holds fot parr k:

I(a)*'IIþfu + I(a)*'IIþ')* + I(a')*'IIþ)*- I(a')*'IIþ')* = !2. (1)

To see this, just rewrite the lefrhand side of the equation as

I(a)*'(IIþ)* + II(b)*) + I(a)*'(IIþ)e - IIþ')*), and notice that either (II(b)k +

IIp')*) or (II(b)* - IIþ')*) is zero, whle the othet has value *2 or J
S.edhead, 1987, p. 84).

h[anøscrito - IIcu. Int. Fì/., Campinas, v. 33, n. 1, p. 351-363, jan.-jun' 2010.
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Taking the mean value of eq.(1) fot all the patticles in the

experiment, it is easy to see that it must lie between -2 and *2 (sìnce for
some pairs v/e get -2 and for others *2):

(I(a)r,'II(b)*) + (I(a)*'IIþ')e) + (I(a)*'II(b)*) - (I(o')*'II(b)*) < z. A)

Quantum mechanics predicts that there are cases that violate

ineq.(2), such as for the "singlet state", expressed in the following way:

i'lq,),*lø,0), - i'lqno),*loo),, (3)

where | ç o) and | ç oo) are eigenstates for linear polanzaaon. In this

optical case, the mean value is grven by (I(a)*'IIþ)¡) -- - cos2(b-d), so for
certain angles d, d', b, b' the left-hand side of the above inequality is

greàteti than 2. Experiments confum the predictions of quantum

mechanics, so one or more of the assumptions used in the derivation of
tneq.(2) must be abandoned!

\ü/hat assumptions have we used?

a) Coanterfactaal defnitenus. If an expedment has not been

petformed, we cân still be sure that if it had been made, definite values

would have been obtained.

b) L,ocali4t (in coønterfactaa/ langøage). Fot a measuremerit performed

at a certun location at time t, tf a remote piece of apParatus were

(counterfactually) modified, that modification would not alter the value

obtained for the measurement at time /. This hypothesis (togethet with

hypothesis a) justifies assumptions ii and üi al¡ove.

c) I.ocali4 inuoluing lwo coanterfactaals. For a counterfactual

meâsurement, that is, for an experìment not petformed at a specifìc

location þut which could have been perfotmed), the value that would

have been obtained, v¡ith a ceftun setting of a remote piece of apparatus,

would not be altered by a further counterfactual modification in the

remote apparâtus. This justifies assumption iu at¡ove.

__IÅ
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rl Indactiou.In comparing ineq.(2) with the predictions of quantum

mechanics, one must assume tl-rat the experimental samples represent in a

fur way the ensembles consideted by the theory.

The novel proposal of this papet is the separation of hypotheses ú

and c, which are usually lumped togethet under the name "locality"

(Stapp, 1985; Leggett, 1986). By doing so, we can reiect hypothesis r

without abandoning localtty (rypothesis b), counterfactual defìniteness, or

induction. Once again, we stress that no claim is being made that the

countetfactual apptoach is valid fot any interpretation of quantum theory

as suggested by Stapp. Our point is that hl,potheses a, b, and d may l>e

sustained, if only hlpothesis r is rejected. We wìll now examine the

metaphysical consequences of our proposal and establish a criterion for
its refutation.

3. METAPHYSICS OF POTENTIALITIES AND
COUNTERFACTUALS

rñhat we have ptoposed is more or less analogous to what was

described in section 1, whete mâcroscopic localig, was maintained at the

cost of rejecting outcome independence. One way of picturing outcome

dEendence is to interpret the quantum-mechanical state in a realistic way, as

a potentiali[t (Bohm, 1 951, pp. 132-3; Margenau, 1.954; Heisenberg, 1 958,

p. 54; Redhead, L987, pp. a8-9). NØhen a measurement is performed on

one of the particles of the correlatedpur, an instantaneous collapse of the

entangled state takes place, modif ing the state of the othet particle, and

ensuring perfect anticortelation (assuming eq. 3). The non-local state

collapse is an example of violation of outcome independence. One may

then say that locality is maintained at the levei of actualities (macroscopic

locality), but not at the leuel of potentialities.

In the counte{acud. approach, the analysis is analogous. One can

maintarn locality (hl.pothesis b) if one rejects "locality involving two
counterfactuals" (rypothesis r), which amounts to the assettion that,'tn a

counterfactual wodd, orìe caffìot assrüne locality. This introduces an

Llannscrito - Reu. Int. Fi/., Czmptnas, v. 33, n. 1., p. 351.-363, jan.-jun. 2010.
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aünullettJ between the factual wodd, where locality (defìned by tecoutse to

a counterfactual modification at a distance) is valid, ând counteffactual

wodds, where locality cannot be always valid. This asymmetry between

reality and possibilig, makes rntuitive sense (there must be rLllte difference

between both), but it is genetally ignored in metaphysical discussions of
counterfactual worìds (see, for example, Divets, 2002).The factual world

is not just one among the possible wodds: its materialization þecomrng)
endows it with ceftâift properties (such as locality) which are absent (or at

least might be absent) from counte{acuaJ'wodds.

Returning to our anùogy betv¡een the apptoaches that assurne

hidden variables and counteffactuals, there seems to be a conlection

between a realistic assumption of þotentìalities ancl â mofe operational

approach involvrng coanterfactuals. N7e h¿ve cornered non-locality either at

the microscopic level of potentialities (wavefunctions, quantum

potentials) or at the mâcfoscopic level of counteffâctuals þossible
observable events). Might we try to identiit mictoscopic unobserwable

potentialities and macro scopic counterfactually ob serwable events ?

4. A CRITERION FOR REFUTATION

The conclusions of section 2 were based on a specifìc form of
Bell's inequality (ineq. 2), derived by him n 1971. This for:rn may be

derived either by the hidden-variable approach or by the counterfactual

approach. There are many other different inequalities, some of which may

only be derived by the hidden-variable apptoach, not by the

counterfactual one. For those derivable counterfactually, it could turn out

that hlpotheses / and t cannot be separated (as was done above, in

section 2). If this is the case, then the "solution" of Bell's pandox

presented at the end of section 2 is not genetal, and the asyrnmetly

described in section 3 is also falsifìed.

Our proposai, therefote, satisFres the criterion of falsifiability or

refutability, which l(ad Popper (1959) considered the most imPortant

characteristic of a scientific h;pothesis. We show below that our ptoposal

d.
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passes t\¡/o tests, Bell's otiginal inequaliq. and the EPR thought-

experiment. Other situations, however, could falsi$' our proposal, such as

a counterfactuai version of Bell's theorem without rnequahties

(Greenberger et a/., 1990) or of the Leggett (2003) inequahty, which

remain âs open problems.

(a) Bell's original inequality

Consider Bell's original derivation n 1.964, based on local hidden

variables, which furrushed an inequaliq, which may be rewritten as:

Instead of four pairs of measurements, this inequaliq, uses only

three, so apparendy h1'pothesis r (ocaliq, involr,rng two counterfactuals)

does not have to be used, assuming that the actual experimental setting

has been I(a)n and II(b)*. However, the derivation of ineq.(a) makes

implicit use of the property of "strict anti-correlation", which may be

exptessed as: (I(a')*'IIþ')n) = _1.,where d'=b'. This rmplies that the values

for Iþ')e and II(b')* in ineq.(4) must have opposite sþs, but this is only

warranted if assumpnon (iu) of section 2 is valid. The rejection of this

âssumption by means of the rejection of hypothesis r blocks the

derivation of the inequality.

(b) EPR thought-expedment

The thought-experiment devised by Einstein, Podolsþ & Rosen

@,PR) (1935) may be bdefly stated as follows. For the entangled state of
eq.(3), a scientist could measure, with the equipment at the left hand side, the

state of linear polarization associated to the prism setting d=}o, and

according to the outcome (+1 or -1) he could be sure of the "element of
reahq" associated to the measurement at ¡Ji'e far-away right hand side, set

at b=}o, which would give the opposite value (strict anti-correlation). But
instead of doing this measurement, he coa/d al¡o choose to n¡ea¡øre the

lúanusaito - Reu. Int. Fil., Campinas,v.33, n. 1,p.351-363,jan.-jun. 2010.
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incompauble observable associated to d'=45o, ancl with this he could be

certain of the outcome obtained at the far-awa¡t piece of apparatus, set at

b'=45". However, argue EPR, the choice of the scientist cânnot affect in

âny \¡/ay the situation at the far-away region, which is their assumption of

locality. Thetefore, well-defìned values for both incompatible obserwables

must exist simultaneousl)' at the far-away region, and thus quantum

theory is incomplete (since it does not associâte well-defined values for

incompatìble obserwables).

The EPR thought-experiment does not involve any acttal

meâsufements, but ordy measufemefìts in tq/o different counteffacttlal

wodds. However, by tejecting hypothesis r we deny that locality must be

valid in a counterfactual wofld' Thetefore, EPR's argument does not

follow.

The counterfac¡nl defìnition of locality (rypothesis å) only apPlies

if a measuremeflt is actuall1, performed. One could modify EPR'a

afgument, and consider that one measufement (at the left-hand side) is

pefformed, and that the other one (at the same side) is counterfactual.

\X4rile locality (rypothesis /) could be appìied for the actual measufement'

it could not be applied for the countetfactual scenario (since hlpothesis r

has been rejected), so the incomPleteness argument would not follow,
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